
{ · HAPTER 5 -Conclusions and Recommendations 

( : Conclusions 
,,. ~tudy aimed analyzing the environmental perfonnance (EP) of the supply chain of a FMCG 

h ,mess. For this purpose, the leading multinational Unilever's local branch Unilever Sri Lanka 

i · l ( USL) was considered and the EP was measured using the model initially suggested by 

: ·' 1ulfaf and Pappis (2008). Of course other literature available and international frameworks 

1 as ISO 14030 and Global Reporting Initiative (GRl) , G3 guide lines were used 1!1 

· 1:1ining the environmental principles applicable to USL and developing EP indicators. 

:1 · the purpose of analysis. five product categories namely soaps, washing powders, tooth paste, 

ltctmpoo and spreads ( Margarine) were selected , which would cover different production 

. •perations and to cover a large percentage of the total production. 

I he EP of these product categories were studied under four environmental principle groups of 

\ 'roduct Design, Packaging, Logistics and Waste handling. This principle covers the cycle from 

: .tdlc to gr:we·· of the products and hence tl1ey provide a good representation of the 

'i•(111111ental performance ofthe supply chain. 

1 he research addressed the objectives identified in Chapter 1 as discussed in the following 

•1aragraphs. 

• Respond to the need for quantitative tools to support sustainable business 

1 :sL have been using certain Key performance Indicators (KPl) to measure the environment 

:1erformance for a long time. However, the parameters were measured independently and no 

proper method was available to compare the environmental performance of each product category 

111 different angles. Especially the areas like logistics and packaging were given less attention 

previously. Now the USL management can adopt the suggested model to do a quantified analysis. 

Both the model used in the study fulfills this objective and most suited one can be selected to 

present to the higher management 
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• Directly address and optimize environmental performance of complex systems and 

networks of Unilevcr Supply chain 

i h•,' ·tudy revealed the EP of products at all major areas of the supply chain. As discussed at the 

t 1 'I . <~ chapter 4, various products act differently in different environment principle groups. 

:r: , ': 1 ~1reas soaps do well but in some areas it does poorer. EP of Spreads is poor across the 

. <lll. tlr\\.'S. 

I ·it ,duct ion processes of the identi lied categories arc very ditlerent from each other. Therefore 

. , n complex to cmalyzc and compare the envirunll!cntal performance of each category. 

11,, ·' vcr, when there is a comparison available for EP amongst the product categories, the 

l men\ can focus on optimizing the EP in each area of the supply chain starting with poorly 

\'C' It ·rming product categories, and there by increasing the overall Environment performance of 

1\1l I \1CG business. 

• Apply proven modelling and analysis techniques to create robust solutions for 

supply chains of FMCG businesses. 

nudcls suggested in the study can be practiced at USL for some time and the management 

~ :'1 review the performance of each category and bench mark within the company. The areas 

p·, ''npted as poor should be immediately addressed for all the product categories. The EP should 

\'· · ·neasured over a period of time and then it would be visible how this quantifiable monitoring 

, , .tem has helped to increase the EP of the company. Then this proven model can be shared with 

,.•:'~'r FMCG companies starting with Unilever sister companies in south Asian region. Then it 

, 1·1 he spread around the Unilever global network. The knowledge will be public and other 

I \ 1l c:; players will also look to improve their EP using such models. 

• Give a guidance to the Sri Lankan manufacturing companies on Quantifying 

Environment Performance 

I n i lever under its corporate responsibility will be publishing these details to the community 

!trough their web site. Further it will be open to any person to come and visit the factories and 

111derstand how the mechanism works. As such any interested FMCG business may follow the 

hcst practices and USL have always set the trend in the past. Already many companies in Sri 
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,mka, not only FMCG comes to see the good practices adopted by Unilever such as Total 

· · ~ductive maintenance (TPM), 5S, Quality Management, Green initiatives, etc. Once any system 

' . :1roven in a leading played like USL in the market, the others will automatically follow. Thus 

1 " entire country can be benefited. 

2 Scope & Limitations 

' , study was limited to Unilever Sri Lanka Grandpass and Linde! Factories. All the 

! · ,,Jucts manufactured were categorized under soaps, detergent powders, shampoo, 

., 1thpaste and Edible products. The main objective the study \Vas to evaluate the 

'1 \ ironmental performance of supply chain in a FMCG business. FMCG business 

: ll I udes product ranges of companies such as P & G, Cad bury, Nestle, Reckit Benckiser, 

( ( \Ca-Cola, Carlsberg, Kraft, Pepsi, Hem as, etc. There exists a large range of product 

:tcgories falls under FMCG. The environment principle groups and EP indicators used 

I· l' this study may not cover the entire produce range; it is just a representation and guide. 

qu<mtitative model requires lot of measurements and record keeping. for a 

till~llional compcmy this may be possibk. Ilm\c\er, for a medium or a smaller player 

1 t' ·" can be a very costly affair and it may be difficult to afford. Having said that, basic 

, '1 \ ironmental parameters such as quantifying waste, weight of Raw material used, etc 

·.!l\luld be possible to measure and at least with available data, the small timers can start 

1 ·~,·monitoring program. 

far as the study on USL is concerned, certain operation s such as cream 

1 :unufacturing, cologne manufacturing, talcum powder operation, etc were excluded from 

: J,,. study due to limitation in time to analyze. Even though the volumes are small, the 

! 11' \Cesses are different from the once analyzed under the study. Further, only the products 

.I Grandpass and Linde! factories were used for the purpose of study and this should be 

.. \tended to the other smaller manufacturing facilities of USL such as knorr and marmite 

· xtory in Katana. 

i lllally, in the data collection analysing there were limitations in the areas such as 

· l,tckaging material wastage and use of recycled matter in the production. Proper systems 
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1\ ,'ll' not in place to measure these directly. In some cases decisions had to be taken on 

,· n,tin percentages such as packaging material waste, etc with consultation of 

l'' \'l'rienced plant managers. The figures obtained for such EP indicators may not be 

1,11 l01n accurate. However, the overall results would be accurate and realistic to a large 

t.' 'il·nt. 

~ ; Further Research 

. sturly left some areas for future research. The principles discussed under overall 

: t~tgcment were not used for the purpose of the study. EP indicators such as 

, , '1 ironmental incidents repOJied, Environmental trainings conducted for employees, 

:. pact on the biodiversity of the vicinity, etc can be monitored and quantified using the 

: 1\lQCJ. 

1 ,rther, all the product categories in FMCG businesses can be used for the study to 

,r•,lcrstand the larger picture of Environmental performance in the supply chains. Study 

,, limited to Unilever Sri Lanka limited. In a future research, the study can be extended 

Lnilever regional factories and can be used to benchmark the supply chains of different 

, tuntries. On the other hand, research can be extended to include the other FMCG 

. , qnpanies in SL specially the competitors of USL such as Hemas or Reckit. This will 

· 'c the overall environment perfom1ance of the FMCG industry in the country. 

·ttL more area would be to assess the different models in use for environmental 

;1l'rlcm11ance measurement. This will do a comparison among the available models and 

''-_·st model could be ascertained for EP monitoring. 

\I 1 these suggested research will be beneficial for the industry as well as the country as 

,, hole by increasing the attention on week areas of supply chain as far as the 

,·nvironmental performance is concerned. 
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